
 

 

The Lieutenant shows that being true to one’s self is more important than being obedient. Discuss. 
 
Kate Grenville’s, The Lieutenant, is a Bildungsroman of Daniel Rooke’s development as he is struck by the 
mutually exclusive paths of following his duty or following his conscience. Internally conflicted between these 
two choices, the power of language and friendship help him choose a humanitarian stance above submis-
sion to an inhumane wielding of power. While he matures into a man with characteristics he never thought 
he would possess, he encounters the natives who influence his choices and help him find his place in the 
world. Grenville shows how this conflict between society’s expectations and personal desires can challenge 
different people including Rooke, Silk, Gilbert and Gardiner— causing both inner conflict and conflict with 
authority figures.  
 
Rooke’s friendship with the natives is the predominant reason for his disobedience; he is compelled to 
choose between his protective devotion to Tagaran and her people, the loss of his promising future and alle-
giance to his country. As Rooke forges a platonic connection with Tagaran, this forever changes the course 
of his life. Described as a “friendship like no other,” his bond with Tagaran and the Indigenous people come 
to mean so much to Rooke that he sacrifices his duty and position to fulfil his moral obligation to them. The 
ramifications of their encounter influences his identity as he realises he is “not, after all, such a solitary soul”. 
They indirectly shape him into a man of good morals and by staying true to his values, this enables him to 
truly discover himself. Grenville’s depiction of Rooke is someone rather compassionate, not egocentric. 
Throughout the novel, it is evident that he puts himself in the shoes of the natives, particularly when he de-
fies the higher authority’s command to capture and behead six natives. In spite of receiving punishment, he 
does not manifest any signs of regret as he refuses to apologise to Gilbert and at the end of the text, still 
reminisces the “boundary that had been crossed and erased” with Tagaran.  
 
Rooke’s rejection of any participation in the punitive expedition is a clear depiction of what he values more: 
his conscience. When Rooke joins the marines, he becomes bound by duty to uphold and obey the very sys-
tem that condones belligerent hostility and violence. Although he is complicit in the punitive expedition, he 
realises the evil of the plan afterwards in his statement to the Governor: “it was a wicked plan, sir”. This sug-
gests his perspective on the expedition to be barbaric, immoral and unnecessary. Thus, if he were to take 
part in it until the end, he would have had to live with the guilt in his heart forever. Grenville uses Gardiner, 
too, to display the notion that being true to one’s self is more important than being obedient. Rooke wit-
nesses the psychological effects that Gardiner suffers after obeying the immoral order to kidnap the Aborigi-
nes, which is a contributing factor on his decision to disobey. Gardiner, characterised by good virtues regrets 
the enmity of his actions and wishes “I had not obeyed” after he makes the wrong decision during his crisis 
of conscience. Gardiner later laments that “it was by far the most unpleasant service” he had to execute and 
comes to recognise that “they may be savages.. but their feelings are no different from ours”. Though he en-
acts the order and is not true to his values, his reflection in hindsight reveals his true nature— a man of con-
science. While Rooke acknowledges the fact that “force was his job,” he becomes aware that avoiding the 
internal conflict by deceiving himself is “sophistry”: the twisting of logic to justify oneself. He also realises that 
rationalising one’s actions on the basis of that they are performed merely out of duty fails to prevent a man 
from being “undone by feeling”. His decision to leave the punitive expedition enables him to live on without 
guilt or feelings of remorse.  
 
Individuals may be blinded by rank and honour, and as a result believe that complying to orders is more im-
portant than following the dictates of one’s conscience. Grenville portray Gilbert and Silk as characters who 
believe that one’s rank defines one’s individuality in order to draw clear parallels between their mentality with 
Rooke’s. She contrasts them to Talbot Silk is blinded by ambition and hence, his urge to “make the strange 
familiar, to transform it into well- shaped smooth phrases” undermines his integrity. Portrayed as a driven 
figure who seeks for higher status, the novel explicitly reveals his determination to obey in His Majesty’s ser-
vice in order to be praised. Furthermore, he believes that the natives are a good source for his narrative 
through which he hopes to become famous for. Grenville states that Silk has become “part of that machine,” 
indicating his ignorance of the evil of the machine. Similarly, the Governor endeavours to “fulfil his own ambi-
tions in New South Wales and possess patriotic characteristics as he orders the kidnapping of the natives 
and is involved in the planning of the punitive mission. While Rooke sacrifices his career by staying true to 
his values, Silk and the Governor do not share Rooke or Gardiner’s hesitation.  
 
On the other hand, one could agree that it is more important to value duty over one’s conscience. Because 
of Rooke’s gifted intelligence and his discovery of the Cadigal language, this would have been taken very far 
in life— possibly achieving more than Silk. However, “Rooke saw all his prospects wither like a leaf in the 
fire,” acknowledging that he was ready to lose everything. In a sense, one could justify he would waste his 
talents but to Rooke, punishment is mentally and physically easier to withstand than the betrayal of friend-
ship. Consequently, conflict arises between him and the Governor as Rooke defies the authority’s com-
mands. The text suggests that had he merely obeyed orders and fulfilled his external obligations, he could 



 

 

have continued to live peacefully in New South Wales. His punishment for rebelling against this option and 
denouncing the punitive expedition is banishment not only from New South Wales, but also from the service: 
the only place he has ever felt comfortable since leaving his childhood bedroom. This raises the question in 
readers’ mind: Is his decision worthwhile?  
 
The Lieutenant presents not only a range of conflict, but a variety of responses by the characters who en-
counter them. The text delves into the consequences of valuing one’s beliefs over one’s responsibility or val-
uing one’s responsibility over one’s beliefs. Grenville conveys that situations and events also endorse the 
view that it is honourable to pursue one’s own passion and commitment, even when this means taking a 
stand against the dominant values and direction of superiors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


